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or a l-3, mapping f (continuous Cm-iction) of one topological 
Into anot.her SUCh space Yj it is of interest to determine those c 
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1. Examples and basic theorems 
A standard example of a l-! mapping which is not a homeomorphism 
may be described as follows: J-et X =: [0,2n), the half-open interval of 
real numbers with its usual topology and let Y = Sr , where Sr is the 
unit circle in the complex plane with its usual topology. Let f : Y--f Y be 
given by f(x) = e ix. Notice that f “wraps” the half open interval [G, 27) 
“around” Sr in a counterclockwise motion. The follo\ving theorem of 
G.T. Whyburn [24] shows that the example given above is essentially 
why l-l maps fail to be homeomorphisms on certain separable metric 
spaces: 
Theorem 1. Let X be locally cdlmpact and arcwise connected and let Y 
be a locally connected generalized cdlltinuum. If f(X) = Y is a l-1 map 
which is not a homeomorphism then :.here exisrs a tc;Sological ray a in 
X which maps onto a simple closed curve J in Y. 
An interesting and easy cc:r;llary to Theorem 1 is as follows: if 
f(X) = Y is a l- 1 mapping whe,me X and Y are 1s in Theorem 1 and in 
additicn Y is a dendrite (contains no simple closed carve), then f is a 
homeomorphism. 
In [22 ] G.T. Wh y urn gives a simple exa,nple of a loca!iy connected b 
generalized continuum X in tne plant and a l-l nan-topological mapping 
o1’X onto itself. A space X is said to h,\ve the Brouwer Proyvt:~ [ 231 
provided every subset of X \,*hich is hrlmeomorphic with an opf:ta sub- 
set o+‘X is necessariiy o’pea in X. In contrast with the example noted 
above there is the theorem of [22] : 
Theorem 2. If X and I’ are homeomorphic locally compact spaces having 
the Brouwer Property tjlen any l-l map of X onto Y is a k.omeomor- 
phism. 
Another theorem, set: [4] , whic:l is indepzndent of the one just 
mentioned requires the spaces to s: tisfy a hi,_mogeneity cc 1Jition. A 
space’X is said to be iocaEly homog weous provided eve,ry pair of points 
have disjoint neigh5orhDods which are homI;omorphic- 
‘Theorem 3. Let f(X) := I’ be a 1-l mapping. where X and Y are iccally 
compact separable n- et1 ic spaces. If X has tke BroLwcV kperty (‘is 
locally homogcneout;) and Y is locally I.omd:tgeneou\ ’ q$ the Brouwer 
P:opt:rty), Plier, f’ is ; hc lmeomorphi;m. 
additional condition, a homeomorphism ieobtained. To this end, con- 
owing discussion. For a l-l mapping f, the set S of points 
in Y where f -1 fails to be continuous and T = f -1 (S) are called the sd~- 
gdw sets off. There is the theorem of [24] : 
m 4. Let f(X) = Y be a 1-H flapping, where X is a ge~~~rali~ed 
continuum and Y is a uni~ohe~~t locally connected generali,zed con- 
tinuum. If the restricted mapping f 1 I” of” T onto S’is topological, then 
so is the mapping f_ 
There are the examples of IS. W’hyburn [ 251 and Glaser [ Iii 0 I] of a 
1-l mapping of a nice subset of Euclidean 3-space Es onto E’s which is 
not a homeomo~hism. In Glaser’s example he shows how to obtain a 
l-l map of the half space Eq = ((x,,x~,x~)EE%T~ > 0) ontoEs. 
This example implies th?t very strong conditions are needed on the 
space X in order to conclude that every 1-I map of X onto 19 f n > 3 
and fixed, is necessarily ahomeomorphism. For example, as previously 
noted in Theorem 3, requiring X to be locally homogeneous i a suffi- 
cient condition. 
It seems apparent, in view of the example given, 
sought may only be possible for iz G 2. 
led by theorems of Proizvolov [ 151 and G.T, Wllybu~ 1241 as 
eo~g~~ seems to be the f~~llowing one: 
we Let X be a connected ausdorff space which is either local 
~onn#~~ted br peripherally ~ornpa~~. If f is a 1-l rna~ of en 
a 
at most one non-condition 
states that if the 1-1 ~~~t~~u~us imag& of a l-rnan~o~~ is &~sed h E2 ‘1 a -**WI* 
thez~ it separates E2. In 133 Dickman, usin ettey’s result and 
other ideas, showed that if .X has no local sting points, th 
ism, In a recent paper [ 141 using &erg limit 
ckman’s result a homeomorphism. Actually 
ed fr~r the assu rable or that it be 
~~et~z~b~e y th;orems of [ It e best result as of this 
writing for mappings onto the plane ay be written as follows: 
nnected, locally compact 
onto E2, then f is a homeo- 
As an ~~~p~i~ation consider t e f~~l~owi~g ~evelop~er~t . . In [ 61 
rther shown that 
are compact, then every 
rsuk and Sitnikov for the case yt = 2 and it also generalizes 
The theorems and applicaaions of the preceding section suffer fr~r~rn 
the unnatural conditio:r that the range is required to be all of E2, hr. 
[ 71 and [ $1 a satisfactory reduction concerning the onto hypathesjis 
is made. 
From [7] we have the following definitkns and results. A locallgr 
connected generalized continuum X is said to be g-unicoherent if t’!%ere 
exists a mapping  of X onto the non-negative reals, [ 0,~) and there 
exists an unbounded monotone increasing sequence of positive real1 
numbers (ai) such that one of the conditions is satisfied: 
(1) g1 [O,aJ is a locally connected unicoherent continuum for 
i = 1,2, . . . . or (2) g is a monotone map, each g-1 [O,aj] is embeddable 
in E2 and no point inverse of, 0 separate:: E2in some embedding. A D- 
cactkd is defined to be 2 locally connected generalized continuum that 
is obtained by removing & non-cut pain i pP p not in an open two c(i Zl 
of a true cyclic elsirlent which is a two CC%, frl>rn a locally c;onnectll:d 
continuum each true ’ yclic element of which is a 2-sphere or a 2-cc::lL 
‘he following t eoreim gives a class of g-unicoherent spaces: 
monotone iImage 
ctiod is a g-unicoht:ren% space an ac: tt 
Ara interesting ~oro 
section 2 is 8s fdk~ws: 
notone, where f(L) 
Another result on 1-1 mappings which has applica 
open mappings is given in [S] and can be descdbed as follows: 
be a locally connected generalized contLluum with 
phism. 
in 
he techniques use roving this theorem-are similar to those use 
is a positive integer k sue oint inverse has at most k;-compo- 
nents. 
s a final remark it shoulsi be mentioned that the methods used by 
e following type of result. If f (X) = V is 8 
is a connected, locally connected, locally com- 
logical space and Y . is a closed kell, then f is a homeomor- 
more general resull concernin sucika mappings can then be ob- 
ction 1, or the second section. That is, 
heorem by ai loanlly connected general- 
each simple closed .xne bounds an open Ike11 
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